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Reach high, settle low
Labor market and welfare reform issues have received the most attention of all the policy
initiatives of the government. A large number of issues have come at the forefront of the
political debate, and on each count the government has faced a strong flack of criticism,
coming from media, trade unions, employers, and opposition parties. It ended up by
backtracking, giving in specially to trade union pressure. However, the influence of trade
unions looks quite inflated, as there are only 4 million legally registered full time
employees out of the estimated 8 million Romanians who actually work, and only half of
these 4 million are trade union members.

The labour code
Alarm bells initially rang over the newly created reserve fund aimed to guarantee the
payment of wage liabilities. Whilst its creation is part of the EU acquis requirements in the
social field, its size was questioned. The government backed down in front of media
criticism and employers’ pressure, and withdrew the draft. The cabinet has recently
approved the draft of the labour code and submitted it for Parliament approval. It
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preserves the controversial new fund, but ducks the question of its size, by postponing
this decision for later legislation.
The labour code has been applauded by trade unions, and they even requested that the
government transform its passing in a matter of parliamentary confidence, thus precluding
any debate on and amending of the draft. On the positive side, the draft reduces the
number of special labour group employees (i.e. employees that benefit of special
retirement provisions) from 1,000,000 to 250,000, back to the pre-1989 situation.
However, the draft contains a number of controversial provisions. The critics portrayed it
as heavily biased in favour of trade unions, and against the employers, and putting too
much social responsibility (i.e. expenditure) on the shoulders of the latter. First of all, even
the priority given to wage liabilities over other types of liabilities (e.g. taxes, bills) was
criticized.
In addition, the decision to unify the tax treatment of part-time (conventii civile) and fulltime labour contracts by levying full social contributions on both has aroused fears that it
will result either in increased unemployment or in pushing jobs into the black market.
What is indeed strange is that even if the part-time employees will pay the full rate of
pension contribution, it will not be counted at all towards the minimum working period
necessary to qualify for old age pension.
The part-time contracts play an important role in the plans of the government. Over the
past twelve years, Romania has seen a marked decline in the number of full-time
employees (i.e. contributors to social insurance). Fig. 1 presents the evolution of the
dependency rate (i.e. contribution payers per pensioner). The situation is even worse if we
add up the retired farmers – in 2001 there were 6,365,000 pensioners in total, as opposed
to 4,505,000 full-time employees. While this trend is correlated with a marked increase in
the number of pensioners, it is also true that some of the missing employees have
resorted to less taxed part-time contracts. The Ministry of Labour relies on the taxes now
to be levied on the part-time employees to help balance the pension fund budget, a major
reason of concern (as is discussed later in this article, when addressing new
developments in the pension reform). The problem is that the Pension Fund estimates at
1,200,000 the number of part-time contracts (of which only 100,000 currently pay the
voluntary pension contribution). However, the more reliable statistic is the one coming
from the Health Fund: the health contribution is mandatory for all part-time contracts, still
the Health Fund receives contributions from only 650,000 part-time employees. The gap
between expectations and reality will become even larger, as the high social contribution
will force a number of part-time contracts to be cancelled.
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Fig. 1. Dependency rate
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Pension reform
The pension reform zillion-part soap opera is making a new turn. Last year the revised
pillar I (Pay As You Go) has come into force. International donors had found it barely
passable. Whilest its basic design was applauded, the parametric changes introduced
were deplored:
#

The increase in the retirement age is phased over 14 years, which makes it rather
irrelevant – by the time it will take full effect, a new parametric evaluation will have to
take place;

#

In addition, the value of the pension point (decided yearly in the Budget law) is allowed
to fluctuate (upwards) too much, which creates a window for election bribery by the
government.
Now the Government is rumored to have finalized the draft for the next step of the
pension reform: the introduction of pillar II (mandatory private insurance). Promised
initially for the fall of 2001, the Law is scheduled for this year both in the agreement
concluded with the World Bank, as well as in the one concluded with the European Union.
The second pillar had actually been introduced through Emergency Ordinance by the outgoing Isarescu administration in 2000, but was promptly suspended by the in-coming
government of Adrian Nastase. The new draft by and large preserves the provisions of
the ordinance. The private pension funds will be supervised by a new regulator, and not
by the Insurance Supervisory Commission, as is currently the case. Pension funds will not
be guaranteed by the Government, but mutual insurance in the industry will be mandatory
– much on the model of the current insurance of bank deposits.
However, the big innovation is the coupling of pillars 2 and 3 – voluntary private
insurance. The latter will be allowed to start immediately, as opposed to the 2nd pillar,
which will become operational only in two years time. The third pillar is practically already
in operation, under the form of private life insurance and pension plans. However,
currently there is no specific regulation for them. The importance of the new draft consists
in the fact that it will also allow the functioning of voluntary occupational pension schemes,
non-existent so far in Romania. Occupational pension schemes consist of pension plans
that involve all the employees of a company.
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The reasons behind the suspension of the previous government’s ordinance are not
altogether clear. Allegations were made concerning the need for the governing party to
have time to develop connections with the soon to be operators in such a large industry.
The question marks over bridging the funding gap – the deficit in the PAYG pillar due to
channeling contributions in the funded pillar – also played a part. Equally, there was
strong opposition from the trade unions, interested in having access to the management
of the pension funds. This access was practically denied in the 2nd pillar as set up by the
Isarescu Ordinance, mainly due to the high capital requirement for market access. The
new pension draft law preserves this restriction. However, occupational pension schemes
(which provide an important role for trade unions) are allowed in the 3rd pillar. This leaves
open a back door for the trade unions towards the high prize of the 2nd pillar. The trade
unions will be able to start their occupational schemes at once, and gather enough
experience and scale over the two years until the commence of the 2nd pillar (and by that
time may also be in a stronger position to lobby for lifting the restrictions for access to the
2nd pillar market).
The government has hesitated for a long time over these issues. First of all, in a country
traumatized by financial crashes over the last decade, building the credibility of the new
pension industry will not be helped by the interference of trade unions. Moreover, the
international experience provides a number of examples of occupational pension
schemes that went awry, of which Enron is only the most recent. In spite of all these
doubts, the government appears once again to have succumbed to trade union pressure.

Minimum wage
Pay policy is a new area where the Government made substantial concessions to trade
unions. The most publicized was the hike of the minimum wage from less than 60 Euro
currently, to at least 70 Euro in January 2003, and perhaps as much as 100 Euro in 2004.
Such rises cannot be justified based on productivity growth. More important, they will have
snowball effects in the economy: up to 2/3 of all employees are paid very close to the
minimum wage, and a number of other wages and benefits are tied to the value of the
minimum wage.
Apart from the dramatic increase of the minimum wage, the Government has also
conceded to lift pay restrictions in public companies that are in the black, has promised
pay increases above the inflation rates in the public sector, and breathed new life into the
Indexation Commission, which is supposed to make sure that the minimum wage keeps
pace with the value of a basket of consumer goods.
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Tax reductions
The government has recently cancelled a number of tax facilities – e.g. the reduced profit
tax for exporters and the VAT exception for tourism and building industries. There is a
concern now that these tax hikes should be offset by decreasing labour taxation. The
government has agreed with the trade unions that social contributions should be reduced
by 5% (out of the current aggregated 57%) of the gross wage. Moreover, this reduction
will come mostly from the part supposedly paid by the employee, and only a meager part
from the employer’s direct contribution. In addition, the government has also promised to
reduce the income tax on lower wages and to increase it on the higher ones.

Enlarging the tax base
A solution envisaged by the government is the enlargement of the tax base. Here comes
the replacement of part-time contracts with fully taxed labour contracts. Another measure
is the announced elimination on the ceiling on contributions to social insurance (currently
the amount on which the social contribution is levied is limited to three times the average
wage). Finally, the government intends to crack down on (legal) tax avoidance: a number
of companies reduce their tax exposure by paying insurance contributions or dividends to
their employees, instead of wages.

Eyeing the health treasure trunk
As a consequence of these recent policies on the background of an already looming
crisis, the Labour Ministry has to deal with:
#

a large deficit of the public pensions fund;

#

the impossibility to advance to the internationally mandated private funded system
(2nd pillar) because the mechanisms for covering the funding gap (i.e. loans and
bonds) require a lower deficit of the current pension fund;

#

a commitment to decreasing social contributions.
Fig. 2. Chronic deficit of the pension fund (Million ROL)
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1996
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General surplus / deficit as % of GDP

Fig. 3. Average number of pensioners (000s persons)
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The way out which is currently considered is redistribution between the social insurance
funds. There are three major social insurance funds:
#

the pension fund, that collects 35% of gross wages

#

the health fund, collecting 14% of gross wages

#

the unemployment fund, collecting 6% of gross wages.

The pension fund is in chronic deficit, while the other two register surpluses. The health
fund has especially been targeted by successive governments: in spite of a growing
financial crisis in the health sector itself, each year the Ministry of Finance has not allowed
the National Health Insurance House to spend all the revenue collected. In addition, the
surpluses had to be deposit in the Treasury, with below inflation interest rate.

4
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The pension contribution (called CAS – social insurance contribution) actually funds a
large number of other benefits, apart from the old age pensions (Fig. 3 presents the
breakdown according to the number of beneficiaries):
#

maternity benefit

#

spa rest and treatment

#

medical leave

#

labour accidents

#

invalidity benefits

A new special insurance fund is to be created for labor accidents, in accordance with the
EU acquis requirements. As the argument goes, at least part of the other benefits could
be transferred to the health fund. At a closer look, this proposal seems to be guided more
by a Robin Hood logic, than by any rational argument. With the exception of medical
leave, the other benefits are non-contributory, and therefore would make more sense to
have them funded from the State Budget than from the Social Insurance Budget.

A unique social insurance fund?
The alternative chosen, at least by the Labour Minister Sârbu, is to create a unique social
insurance fund, by consolidating the three existing ones. This decision is part of the
protocol of understanding signed with the trade unions. It is however telling that the
government was represented in these negotiations by the Labour and Finance Ministries,
and is not clear to what extent the Health Ministry was consulted on such a crucial matter.
With World Bank blessing, the Government has already unified the inspection function for
the three funds. It has further agreed with IMF that the collection for the three funds will be
unified. This would have clear administrative advantages, both for the administration and
for the employers.
However, the idea of unifying the funds (i.e. money) presents a number of
disadvantages. First of all, it practically bails out the reckless management of the
pension system, by using health tax money to fund irresponsible pension pledges. It also
blurs the distinction between the social contributions paid by the tax-payers and the
services they receive, reducing therefore the transparency and accountability. Most
important, it is likely to starve of resources the health sector, which already faces a
serious financial crisis, and which is anyway under-funded by both EU and regional
standards.
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There is another factor worth taking into account: the health fund records a much better
contribution collection rate than the pension fund. There are a number of reasons that
could explain this situation:
#

First of all, back-payments are not allowed at the health fund, as opposed to the
situation of the pension fund, where they are an established way of paying off the
political clientele.

#

Second, the pension contribution is much larger than the health contribution (35%
versus 14%), which might deter contributions.

#

Third, the threat of denying access to benefits for non-payment is more credible in
the case of healthcare than of the distant pension.

#

Fourth, there are trade union representatives in the boards of the regional health
funds, and they are said to help persuade the managers to pay the contributions.

Finally, there is a difference in the legal treatment of the employee contribution and of the
employer contribution: the employer non-transferring the employee contribution is a penal
matter, whilst non-paying its own contribution could lead only to a fine. Therefore the
collection rate is better when the part of the contribution paid by the employee is larger, as
is the case of health contribution - 50%, compared with 33% in the case of the pension
contribution.

Conclusions and recommendations
#The Ministry of Labour has got the habit of throwing itself in a large number of policies,
and capitulating when it runs into opposition. This approach has led to a serious risk
of derailing pension reform, undermining the health sector, and now presents a
threat to wage stability.
#The idea of merging the social insurance funds should be abandoned. The merger of
audit and inspection functions is a welcome development. The merger of collection
also has some merits in terms of simplification and reducing administrative costs,
although it is less certain what impact it will have on the collection rate.
#The prospect for a positive outcome will be improved if some of the advantages of the
current health contribution will be preserved – e.g. the absence of back-payments,
and a high component paid by the employee.
#In any case, the amalgamation of funding for the social insurance funds would practically
redistribute money form the health fund to the pension fund, avoiding a head on
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solution for the problems of the pension system, and bankrupting the healthcare
system instead.
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